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lockers
Workplace planning trends have demonstrated
increased demand for lockers to serve a broad range
of functions – from meeting versatile personal and
shared storage needs to enhancing planning flexibility
and uniquely expressing brand image and identity.
Teknion’s locker offering addresses all of these needs.

between work areas and define spaces to collaborate
or relax. Suited to any spatial context, Lockers are
available in a range of sizes and configurations that fit
together to create virtually any application. Lockers
can also be customized, both inside and out, adapting
to present and future needs.

Designed for a workplace of renewed purpose and
productivity, Teknion Ledger Plus Lockers offer
practical solutions for essential functions – store
personal items and work tools, create boundaries

A clean, refined aesthetic suits contemporary office
cultures. The selection of materials and finishes
includes wood, laminate and metal with an array
of paint colors from Teknion’s Foundation, Mica or

Accent palettes. Handle styles from the District and
Interpret collections are standard, with the option to
select handles from any Teknion product line.
upStage and District Lockers, offered in laminate
and wood finishes, are designed to integrate with
their corresponding workstation settings or can be
clustered independently.
Where security is requisite, Lockers can be equipped
with a variety of mechanical or digital locks which

use a range of locking technologies. A digital numeric
keypad lock is standard. Teknion will also work with
customers to fulfill specific security needs, drawing
from an extensive range of products supported by our
suppliers.
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district

district power spine
additions
A model of efficient functionality with new expanded
capabilities, the freestanding District Power Spine
offers a cost-effective way to divide space and route
power and data. As a panel-based spine, untethered
furniture can reside around it and be moved and
positioned as needed, allowing for maximum
flexibility.
Originally launched in September 2020, new features
continue to be added to this versatile product offering.
Expanded planning opportunities are now available
with 120 planning, allowing both Hub style and ZigZag applications. These new planning applications are
supported with 48” or 60” wide frames at heights of
29” or 42.”
Hub clusters are comprised of three areas which can
accommodate wrap around worksurfaces that are
semi-suspended or freestanding, providing cockpit
style ergonomics that are ideal for dual monitor
applications. Alternatively, linear semi-suspended
worksurfaces can be applied.
Zig-Zag planning provides versatile worksurface
orientation options and also maintains the same
fundamental capabilities of a freestanding spine with
a choice of furniture placed around it. Perpendicular
worksurface placement off the spine provides dual
worksurface support and is optimized for angled
worksurfaces. Parallel worksurface placement against
the spine provides individual “nooks” without the
need for lateral screens.
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The planning versatility and efficient cost of District
Power Spine address workplace needs that are
transitional or more certain with capabilities that are
Future Smart.

finishes

natural veneer refresh
Teknion’s Veneer offering has been refreshed, adding
new nature inspired stains to the Veneer 3 category.
Nature’s beauty across different regions, drawn from
light clay to darker stones and desert sands, is reflected
in seven new grey and mid-tone veneer finishes. A
canvas of the entire office landscape was considered
to insure these new natural veneer finishes work
together with Teknion’s broad finish offering including
laminates, paint colors and Luum Textiles.
The new veneers are flat cut with open pore applied to
white oak and walnut species, providing an expressive
authentic wood finish that includes varied natural
grain patterns. A 10 sheen further contributes to their
natural appearance.
Teknion’s wood veneer finished furniture products
are SCS Indoor Advantage Gold certified for VOC
emissions, supporting LEED and WELL accreditation.
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Byward shown in Drift Oak Flat Cut

silverwash flat cut

drift oak flat cut

natural pecan flat cut

white oak flat cut

sierra flat cut

natural walnut flat cut

poppy seed flat cut

height adjustability
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hiSpace HAB
Designed to promote well-being in the workplace,
hiSpace height-adjustable bench creates highly flexible
and efficient workspaces while supporting multiple
work styles, clean cable management and advanced
design. A contemporary and functional screen system
provides casual space division, privacy and the option
of injecting color into the office environment.
hiSpace HAB is available in double-sided or singleside bench runs as well as stand-alone units. hiSpace

HAB follows the aesthetic tone set with other hiSpace
table products using the signature square leg profile,
BIFMA approved height-adjustment range, and
display with memory switch. Frames are available
in Ebony, Platinum and Very White finishes. Desk
Edge, Center, Corridor and End-of-Run screening with
optional radiused or square corners are available in
multiple materials, including laminate, upholstery and
smooth felt.

Included in the offering are accessories specifically
designed to fit with the hiSpace HAB dimensions.
Items include a Lateral Smooth Felt screen, a Low
Profile Bag Drop, optional Smooth Felt End Gables
and Smooth Felt Spine Tray Covers. All add a
softness and warmth that elevates the design story of
this very well priced offering.

studio tk
studio tk - vettore
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Vettore is a modular lounge system designed with
classic, tailored sensibilities while offering an efficient
modularity to adapt to evolving flexible work space.
Designed by Toan Nguyen, Vettore configures within
any environment to create intimate lounge settings or
fill spacious public scenarios. Built on a universal base
“stage”, Vettore allows for unlimited user specification
with upholstered or table components to create a
customized sofa to fit their needs. Vettore, Italian for

“vector” or “array”, divides space comfortably and adds
elegance to thoughtful casual work styles.
The selection of individual components allows for
contrasting textiles and finishes for endless possibilities.
Every sofa is custom to every environment. Vettore
avoids the conventional modularity of freestanding
components and adds a visual lightness to a space
through a low profile base.
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